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Project Descriptions

Nirvana Construction Company has completed Citrus Garden II project with 4 blocks and 45

apartment units. Property qualities in this project is superior with a perfect location in the centre of

Konyaalti region.

Citrus Garden II project has been developed on 5827 m2 land. This project was the second phase of 4

blocks out of 6 blocks in total. There are 7 different types of apartment units in total 4 blocks.

Distinguished architecture of the building, well designed flats and apartments, high sealing duplex

apartments, ground floor flats with vast terraces opening to the garden reflects the different styles of

Citrus Garden Project.

The properties for sale in this residential project have alternatives such as ground floors, standard

apartments, duplex flats with 2+1 and 3+1 units with different types and interiors. Especially garden

and pool view apartments are most popular flats among the others. Duplex flats with high sealing

overlooking to the mountains in distance with spacious terrace alternatives makes this project a

remarkable one.

In Konyaalti district, our complex is surrounded by streets on all four sides. Citrus Garden project’s

second phase is located in the middle of 252, 255, 251 and 246 streets, with mountain view on the

northern and western side, park view on the south. The bus stop and public transportation facilities

are only few meters from the main entrance on 252 Street. Nirvana Construction Company’s sale

assistants are waiting for our esteemed clients who are looking for flats, apartments for sale in

Konyaaltı, in order to show our sample apartment and to give more detailed information on

properties. It is always best to see the properties and inspect them personally as it gives the advantage

of feeling the atmosphere with all the aspects and its specifications.

Nirvana construction is a reputable company in Antalya who famed with quality workmanship in

property development. For this reason by developing high standard of buildings, Nirvana created a

good brand mark for construction business justified by majority of its clients.

Should you have more questions about the specifications, please feel free to contact with sales

assistance for further details of our Citrus Garden Projects.
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KEY FEATURES

Location Antalya, Konyaaltı

Status Ready to Move

Type Apartment

Rooms 1+1 / 2+1 / 3+1

Unit m2 55 m2 / 85 m2 / 175 m2

Unit Number 45

Total Land 5827 m2

Distance to Beach 1,5 km

To Airport 24 km

To City Center 1,5 km
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